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Within these pages you will find our carefully 
curated range of the finest quality bedlinen,  

sheets, bedding essentials, pillows and towels  
– all elegantly designed with luxury in mind.

Our collection features beautiful florals, clean contemporary designs and 
distinctive geometric patterns in a broad colour palette of rich, vibrant tones 

as well as soft pastels and classic neutrals. From pure linen to delicately 
embroidered cotton and velvets, the fabrics will add colour, texture and life to 

your room transforming them into a sanctuary whatever your style.

Every piece is constructed using the finest fabrics and the highest  
quality feather and down, all impeccably finished to ensure you will  

enjoy it for years to come.

Handpicked just for you, our beautiful collection of linen is the  
perfect finishing touch for your home.

Prices indicated in this catalogue are correct at time of printing (April 2021) and may be subject to change.
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opposite a Crozet Bedspread in Natural from $399.90 b Malta Cushion in Thyme $149.90 c Hagley Cushion 
$89.80 d Laundered Linen Tassel Eurocase Set in Natural $139.90

top Ammi Cushion in Ochre $99.90
middle Crozet Cushion in Sage $119.90 

bottom Hagley Cushion $89.90

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Crozet Bedspread in Sage from $399.90    Chambray Throw $179.90    

Crozet
The Crozet bedspread is the 
perfect touch of colour and 

texture for any bedroom scheme. 
In two beautiful soft colourways, 

it will look at home no matter your 
décor style.
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opposite a Kaiyu Bedspread in Seafoam from $648 b Kaiyu Comforter in Seafoam from $699 c Kaiyu Cushion 
in Seafoam $168 d Arco Cushion in Prussian Blue $216 e Capriccio Pillowcase in Prussian Blue $72 
f Mateo Eurocase in Prussian Blue $120 g Kaiyu Eurocase in Seafoam $108

top Capriccio Cushion in Prussian Blue $168
middle Luchesi Cushion in Smoke $192 
bottom Kuren Cushion in Walnut $168

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804
Kaiyu Pillowcase in Rosewood $96
Kaiyu Bedspread in Rosewood from $648 Marcello Comforter in Rosewood $792    

Kaiyu
Kaiyu is understated and 

timeless. Its pin tucked detailing 
perfectly complements the charming 
Seafoam and Rosewood coloured 

linen chambray for an elegant 
bed setting.
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Laundered 
Linen

Indulge in the luxury of a 100% pure 
linen bedspread. Pre-washed for 
ultimate softness with delicate pin 

tucks and a cotton reverse, Laundered 
Linen looks as good as it feels.

opposite a Laundered Linen Bedspread in Pewter from $399.90 b Laundered Linen Sheet Set in White from 
$369.90 c Arlette Eurocase Set $99.90 d Aviana Eurocase Set in Rose $79.90 e Arlette Cushion $119.90 
f Arlette Cushion $119.90 g Chambray Throw in Grey $179.90

Laundered Linen Bedspread Set in Natural from $399.90 Laundered Linen Bedspread Set in White from $399.90

f

g
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opposite a Laundered Linen Duvet Set in Natural from $299.90 b Laundered Linen Sheet Set in Natural from 
$369.99 c Laundered Linen Tassel Pillowcase Set in White $99.90 d Laundered Linen Tassel Eurocase Set 
in Natural $139.90

Laundered Linen Duvet Set in White from $299.90 Laundered Linen Duvet Set in Pewter from $299.90
a

b

c

d

Laundered 
Linen

Indulge in the luxury of 100% pure 
linen bedding. Pre-washed for ultimate 

softness Laundered Linen looks as 
good as it feels, pair it with Laundered 

Linen accessories and sheets to 
complete your look. 
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opposite a Matakana Duvet Set from $239.90 b Birch Throw in Ochre from $199.90 c Stitch Eurocase 
Set in White $99.90 d Lark Cushion in Ochre $119.90 e Stitch Eurocase Set in Navy $99.90 f Matakana 
Eurocase Set $99.90

top Sabel Velvet Cushion in Petrol $149.90
middle Ammi Multi Cushion $99.90 

bottom Baker Cushion $119.90

d

Matakana
Inspired by its namesake, 

Matakana is a timeless stripe 
design in soft denim blue hues, 

woven in cotton yarn dyed fabric. 
The plain reverse is a crisp 250 

thread count cotton percale.

f

Stitch Duvet Set in White from $219.90 Cable Throw $179.90
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opposite a Pezzato Bedspread in Natural from $816 b Pezzato Pillowcase in Natural $99 c Migiwa 
Cushion in Antique Gold/Ivory $192 d Kuren Pillowcase in Natural $72 e Mica Eurocase in Hazel $108 
f Mica Eurocase in Hazel (reverse) $108

Pezzato
The Pezzato 100% linen quilted 

bedspread mimics the pathways of 
a garden. With its natural charcoal 

stripe and wide stripe on the 
reverse it is perfect for a simple and 

contemporary look. 

top Melodie Cushion in Ivory $168
middle Tramonto Cushion in Copper $192  
bottom Capriccio Cushion in Natural $168

   
Capriccio Comforter in Natural from $624               

Tramonto Cushion in Copper $192
Tramonto Comforter in Copper from $624
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Puritsu
Available in beautiful Ivory and Silver 
linen chambray fabric, Puritsu is both 
texturally and visually pleasing. With 
lines of pin tucking and hand quilting

cotton check reverse to add a
contemporary flair.

g

h

opposite a Puritsu Bedspread in Ivory from $899 b Piega Comforter in Antique Rose from $624 c Capriccio 
Comforter in Copper from $624 d Pursitu Pillowcase in Ecru $108 e Piega Cushion in Antique Rose $168 
f Arco Cushion in Antique Rose $216 g Capriccio Pillowcase in Copper $72 h Piega Eurocase in Antique 
Rose $120 

top Capriccio Cushion in Copper $168
middle Mica Cushion in Carob $216  

bottom Luchesi Cushion in Smoke Blue $192

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804

Puritsu Pillowcase in Silver $108
Puritsu Bedspread in Silver from $899   

Piega Cushion in Antique Rose $168
Piega Comforter in Antique Rose from $624  
 



opposite a Ruscello Bedspread in Storm from $669 b Ruscello Pillowcase in Storm $99 c Cigna Pillowcase 
in Olive  $72 d Ruscello Eurocase in Storm $115 
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Luchesi Comforter in Storm $672

top Kaiyu Cushion in Seafoam $168 
middle Cigna Cushion in Olive $192  

bottom Orlo Cushion in Storm/Lagoon $168 

a

b

c

d

Cigna Cushion in Olive $168
Cigna Comforter in Olive $720

Ruscello
Luxurious velvet ribbons adorn this 
refined, 100% linen bedspread in a 

sophisticated storm colourway. Enzyme 
washed for the ultimate soft touch, it is 
the perfect base for a moody interior.



Savona Nova Duvet Set in Silver from $99
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a

b

opposite a Savona Nova Duvet Set in White from $99 b Savona Nova Eurocase in White $24

Savona Nova Duvet Set in Taupe from $99 Savona Nova Duvet Set in Charcoal from $99

Savona 
Nova

Sophisticated and timeless, 
the beautifully textured Savona 

Nova range appeals to all design 
aesthetics. A delicate 100% cotton 

waffle cover, it exudes opulent, 
sophisticated design.
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opposite a Sottobosco Bedspread in Indigo from $372 b Luchesi Comforter in Smoke Blue from $672 
c Sottobosco Pillowcase in Indigo $96 d Capriccio Cushion in Prussian Blue $168 e Arco Cushion 
in Prussian Blue $216 f Luchesi Cushion in Smoke Blue $192 g Mateo Eurocase in Prussian Blue $120

top Mateo Cushion in Prussian Blue $168 
middle Capriccio Cushion in Natural $168
bottom Tramonto Cushion in Copper $192

Sottobosco Bedspread in Fog from $372Sottobosco Bedspread in Copper from $372

Sottobosco
Sottobosco is the perfect, effortless and 
uncomplicated bedspread. Reflecting 

organic textures found in nature, it 
embodies simplistic style with its waffle 

weave in three timeless colourways.
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opposite a Stitch Duvet Set in Olive from $219.90 b Cable Throw in Coffee $179.90 c Stitch Pillowcase 
(from Duvet Set) in Pumice from $219.90 d Stitch Sheet Set in Pumice from $249.90 e Baker Cushion 
$119.90 f Ammi Cushion $99.90 g Stitch Eurocase Set in Olive $99.90

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Stitch Duvet Set in Cypress from $219.90 Stitch Duvet Set in Clay from $219.90    

d

Stitch
Constructed in beautiful linen

cotton, Stitch features a
distinctive blanket stitch edge
and rich texture, adding visual
layers and interest to bed time.

f

g
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opposite a Stitch Duvet Cover Set in Ochre from $219.90 b Sumi Velvet Throw $199.90 c Stitch Cushion in Ochre 
$79.90 d Sumi Cushion $119.90 e Sabel Cushion in Olive $139.90 f Stitch Eurocase Set in Olive $99.90

Stitch Duvet Set in Navy from $219.90

d

f

Stitch
Constructed in beautiful linen

cotton, Stitch features a
distinctive blanket stitch edge
and rich texture, adding visual
layers and interest to bed time.

Stitch Duvet Set in Pumice from $219.90
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Valentina
Valentina is a versatile, medium

weight, matelassé woven
piece that epitomises modern
chic with a sophisticated yet

understated aesthetic.

opposite a Valentina Bedspread in White from $324 b Valentina Pillowcase in White $77
top Arco Cushion in Antique Rose $216

middle Capriccio Cushion in Natural $168  
bottom Piega Cushion in Antique Rose $168

   
Capriccio Comforter in Natural from $624             

Piega Cushion in Antique Rose $168
Piega Comforter in Antique Rose from $624  
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opposite a Ancara Bedspread Set in Ivory from $399.90 b Florian Comforter Set from $319.90 c Encore 
Cushion in Leaf $79.90 d Auro Cushion in Laurel $119.90 e Lacey Eurocase Set in Ivory $79.90

top Sabel Velvet Cushion in Umber $149.90 
middle Florian Cushion $119.90 

bottom Encore Cushion in Pesto $79.90

Snug Faux Fur Throw from $249.90

Vanilla

Caramel

Espresso

Ancara
The Ancara bedspread will bring a 
tailored look to your interior. This 

beautiful embroidered design makes 
a statement on its own or perfectly 

paired with a floral comforter.

a

b

c

d

e

Ancara Bedspread Set in Clover from $399.90 Birch Throw $199.90
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Birch Throw in Ochre $199.90

top Beemine Cushion in Cameo $79.90 
middle Arlette Cushion $109.90

bottom Emblem Cushion in Gold $119.90

opposite a Arlette Duvet Set from $239.90 b Arlette Cushion $119.90 c Encore Cushion in Leaf $79.90 
d Lacey Eurocase Set in Sage $79.90 e Trixie Cushion in Woodrose $89.90 f Aviana Eurocase Set in Rose 
$79.90

Arlette
With a beautiful design featuring 

winter roses in a soft warm colour 
palette, the 300 thread count pure 
cotton sateen Arlette Duvet Cover 
is a perfect modern floral design.

b

c

d e
f

Laundered Linen Bedspread in Natural 
from $399.90
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Meeka Comforter Set from $329.90

top Stitch Cushion in Cypress $79.90 
middle Aubrey Cushion  $119.90

bottom Auro Cushion in Laurel $119.90

Valentina Bedspread from $324

Stone 

White 

Ivory 

Duck Egg

Slate

opposite a Aubrey Duvet Set from $239.90 b Meeka Comforter Set in Port from $269.90 c Stitch Cushion 
in Cypress $79.90 d Lacey Eurocase in Ivory from $79.90 e Meeka Eurocase Set in Port $99.90

Aubrey
Aubrey is the cornerstone print 

of the MM Linen Signature 
collection. Featuring winter 

roses in a colour palette of deep 
mauves, greys and greens it 

evokes a lovely feeling of warmth.

d

e

Aubrey Comforter Set from $329.90
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opposite a Avital Duvet Set from $269.90 b Meeka Comforter Set in Sycamore from $329.90 c Avri Cushion 
$119.90 d Crozet Cushion in Natural $119.90 e Stitch Eurocase Set in Pumice $99.90 f Meeka Eurocase Set 
in Sycamore $99.90 

top Crozet Cushion in Sage $119.90
middle Avri Cushion $119.90 

bottom Bebe Cushion in Olive $119.90

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Crozet Bedspread Set in Natural from $399.90   Laundered Linen Tassel Pillowcase Set $99.90    

d

Avital
Featuring pretty hummingbirds 
set amongst large scale florals 
with a soft painterly effect in a 

serene colour palette of teal blue 
and cream, Avital adds a touch of 

beauty to your bedroom.

f
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opposite a Briar Duvet Set from $239.90 b Birch Throw in Navy $199.90 c Rupert Cushion $99.90 d Owlbert 
Cushion $119.90 e Laundered Linen Sheet in White from $369.90 f Briar Eurocase Set $99.90 

top Felix Cushion $119.90
middle Sabel Cushion in Olive $149.90  

bottom Stag Cushion $89.90

d

Briar
A whimsical design depicting 
creatures at play in a country 

garden in a beautiful, rich 
combination of deep natural 
colours that will make your 

mind wander.

f

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Ancara Bedspread in Ivory from $399.90 Cable Throw $179.90
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opposite a Feza Bedspread in White from $864 b Feza Pillowcase in White $99 c Kuren Pillowcase in 
Walnut $72 d Mica Eurocase in Carob $120 e Feza Eurocase in White $115 

top Capriccio Cushion in Copper $168
middle Arco Cushion in Antique Rose $216 

bottom Kuren Cushion in Walnut $168

Kuren Cushion in Walnut $168
Kuren Comforter in Walnut from $624

Feza
The beautiful crisp white cotton 
Feza bedspread is inspired by a 
dance of cranes displaying their 
magnificent wing span as they 

soar in the rising air and features 
signature French knot clusters.

Marcello Comforter in Rosewood $792    
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Fiorella
Rovidis dolectas ut et landit 
eiciaspero quo dolupturiti 

sincipsam quaeped igente parcia 
aut pratem que nos ma dolore 

sant eati di reicium expla eum qui 
ad min pos endent.

e

f
g
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a

b

c

d

Fiorella
Fiorella draws its inspiration 

from a beautiful country garden 
setting featuring a centred panel 

of large flowers in full bloom 
on a soft blush background.

e

f
g

opposite a Fiorella Duvet Set from $269.90 b Cable Throw in Natural $179.90 c Lara Cushion $99.90 d 
Tara Cushion $119.90 e Sabel Cushion in Mustard $149.90 f Sabel Cushion in Rouge $139.90 g Fiorella 
Eurocase Set $99.90

top Crozet Cushion in Natural $119.90
middle Sabel Cushion in Coffee $139.90  

bottom Lara Cushion $99.90

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Marta Bedspread Set in Coffee from $399.90 Stitch Sheet Set from $249.90    
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b

c
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opposite a Florentina Bedspread Set in Sycamore from $399.90 b Birch Throw in Navy $199.90 c Meeka 
Pillowcase (from Comforter Set) in Sycamore from $329.90 d Sabel Cushion in Mustard $149.90 e Buzz 
Cushion in Black $99.90 f Fi Cushion $119.90 g Meeka Eurocase Set in Sycamore $99.90

top Saku Cushion $119.90
middle Sabel Cushion in Rouge $149.90  
bottom Stitch Cushion in Cypress $79.90

Fiorella
Rovidis dolectas ut et landit 
eiciaspero quo dolupturiti 

sincipsam quaeped igente parcia 
aut pratem que nos ma dolore 

sant eati di reicium expla eum qui 
ad min pos endent.

e

f
g
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a

b

c d

Florentina
The classic design of the Florentina 
bedspread, expertly embroidered 
onto a luxurious velvety fabric, in 
rich port and earthy Sycamore 

colourways will bring warmth and 
texture to your interior.

e

f g

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Florentina Bedspread Set in Port from $399.90   

Cushions from $99.90    
Birch Throw in Ochre $199.90   
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a

b

c
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top Auro Cushion in Clay $119.90
middle Bebe Cushion in Olive $119.90  
bottom Buzz Cushion in Gold $89.90

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Florentina Bedspread in Sycamore from $399.90

opposite a Florenza Duvet Set from $289.90 b Sabel Cushion in Umber $139.90 c Sabel Cushion in Mustard 
$139.90 d Meeka Eurocase Set in Sycamore $99.90

Florenza
A signature design from 

MM Linen, Florenza is a colourful, 
sumptuous arrangement of 

flowers on a deep background. It 
will create a sense of luxury and 

drama in your bedroom.

Meeka Eurocase Set $99.90 
Meeka Comforter Set from $329.90
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Floz
Inspired by the charm of yesteryear 

art and fabric design, Floz is a 
bold, modern take on a floral print 

that pops with its contrasting 
colour palettes.

opposite a Floz Duvet Set from $279.90 b Buzz Cushion in Black $89.90 c Fi Velvet Cushion $119.90 d Meeka 
Eurocase Set in Laurel $99.90 e Floz Eurocase Set $109.90

Laundered Linen Bedspread from $399.90 Birch Throw $199.90

top Floz Cushion $119.90 
middle Auro Cushion in Charcoal $119.90 

bottom Bebe Cushion in Black $119.90
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a

b

c

d
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f
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Fontanella
A simple façade opening to a 

heavily ornamented interior inspires 
this charming machine quilted 
bedspread in a timeless ivory 

colourway featuring satin stitch 
embroidery for a touch of charm.

opposite a Fontanella Bedspread in Ivory from $899 b Capriccio Comforter in Prussian Blue from $624 c 
Mateo Comforter in Prussian Blue from $624 d Arco Cushion in Prussian Blue $216 e Capriccio Pillowcase 
in Prussian Blue $72 f Luchesi Eurocase in Smoke Blue $120 g Fontanella Eurocase in Ivory $120

top Lushesi Cushion in Smoke Blue $192
middle Mateo Cushion in Prussian Blue $168  
bottom Arco Cushion in Prussian Blue $216

Capriccio Cushion in Prussian Blue $168
Capriccio Comforter in Prussian Blue from $624 Fontanella Pillowcase in Ivory $108 



opposite a Fougere Bedspread in Glacier Blue from $864 b Mica Cushion in Indigo $216 c Fougere 
Pillowsham in Glacier Blue $96  
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top Capriccio Cushion in Prussian Blue $168 
middle Mateo Cushion in Prussian Blue $168
bottom Lushesi Cushion in Smoke Blue $192

Fougere Pillowcase in Glacier Blue $96 
Fougere Bedspread in Glacier Blue from $864

Mateo Cushion in Prussian Blue $168
Mateo Comfoter in Prussian Blue from $624

b

c

Fougere
Nestled amongst an array of plant 

life, whispering fern fronds that 
embellish and consume the forest 

floor inspire the beautiful dusky blue, 
machine quilted Fougere bedspread.



f

top Katiana Cushion $99.90 
middle Malta Cushion in Pumice $149.90 
bottom Kabrini Fringe Cushion $109.90

opposite a Katiana Bedspread Set from $389.90 b Birch Throw in Navy $199.90 c Sintra Cushion in 
Green $89.90 d Katiana Fringe Cushion $109.90 e Katiana Cushion $99.90 f Katiana Eurocase Set 
$139.90
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Katiana
This classic embroidered bedspread 
set features a soft, springtime print 

on a neutral background. In a 50/50 
cotton/linen blend fabric with a 

plain, natural coloured reverse and 
edge detail.

Laundered Linen Bedspread Set from $399.90

f

e

Birch Throw $199.90
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Lark
Lark mixes the opulent tones of 
gold and teal with duck egg to 
create a very unique design. A 

duvet cover with an exotic feel that 
adds texture and interest.

top Lark Cushion $119.90
middle Sabel Cushion in Umber $149.90  

bottom Lark Cushion $119.90

opposite a Lark Duvet Cover Set in Teal from $269.90 b Cable Throw in Coffee $179.90 c Malta Cushion 
in Mist $149.90 d Sabel Cushion in Teal $139.90 e Stitch Eurocase Set in White $99.90

Lark Duvet Cover Set in Ochre from $269.90 Birch Throw $199.90
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Maisie
Drawing inspiration from the 

Christchurch Botanic Gardens, 
Maisie is a profusion of spring 

colours and delicate florals 
contrasted with a dark, moody 

background that will add 
depth and colour.

opposite a Maisie Duvet Set from $239.90 b Melody Cushion $89.90 c Sabel Cushion in Umber $139.90 d 
Sabel Cushion in Teal $139.90 e Laundered Linen Tassel Eurocase Set in White $139.90 f Maisie Eurocase 
Set $109.90

top Melody Cushion $89.90
middle Sabel Cushion in Umber $149.90 

bottom Maisie Cushion $119.90

f

Maisie Velvet Throw $199.90
Stitch Duvet Set in Olive from $219.90 Birch Throw $199.90
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Marlie
Marlie is an exquisitely soft and 
summery design in linen cotton 
featuring delicate flowers and 

stems, with an ivory reverse and 
piped edge detail to finish.

top Ladybird Cushion $89.90
middle Sabel Cushion in Olive $149.90 

bottom Marlie Cushion $119.90  

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804

opposite a Marlie Duvet Set from $269.90 b Fantail Cushion $89.90 c Meeka Comforter Set in Pesto from 
$329.90 d Laundered Linen Tassel Pillowcase Set in White $99.90 e Emblem Cushion in Gold $119.90 
Marlie Eurocase Set $99.90

Medina Bedspread in Grey Herringbone  
from $804Marlie Comforter Set from $349.90

f

Stitch Sheet Set from $249.90    
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Reine
Reine makes a statement with 
its large-scale floral blooms in 
a sophisticated colour palette 

of charcoal tones against a soft 
mustard background and plain 

white reverse.

opposite a Reine Duvet Set from $269.90 b Birch Throw in Ochre $199.90 c Reine Cushion $119.90 d Sabel 
Cushion in Mustard $139.90 e Reine Eurocase Set $99.90

top Ammi Cushion in Multi $99.90
middle Auro Cushion in Charcoal $119.90 

bottom Bryant Cushion $119.90

Laundered Linen Bedspread Set in White from 
$399.90 Cushions from $79.90               
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Espresso Blanket in Blue Night, Hurricane, Grey Chateau, White, 
Steel Grey from $219

Blue Night

Grey Chateau

White

Steel Grey

Hurricane

left Cable Throw in Coffee, Natural, Spice $179.90 
above Chambray Throw in Grey, Chestnut $199

Espresso
Blanket

This versatile blanket is a bedroom 
essential. Made with Fairydown’s 

reputation for quality and durability 
in attractive colourways, the 

Espresso blanket can be a stylish 
accessory, extra layer of winter 

warmth or lightweight duvet 
alternative for a cool summer sleep.

Throws
The 100% knitted cotton Cable 

and Chambray throws are simple 
yet modern and will add the 

perfect finishing touch to your 
bedroom or to cuddle up to for a 

cosy night on the sofa.



MM Linen offers the ultimate 
in luxury towels with their new 
collection, Tusca. Made from 
premium 700gsm Portuguese 

Cotton, these towels are uniquely 
beautiful and true to the tradition 
and design aesthetic of Iberian 

Peninsula with their intense hues 
reflecting the vibrant tones of 

the sea, sky, and land. Incredibly 
absorbent, the Tusca collection is a 
visually appealing addition to your 

bathroom.

Towels
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Fibre Weight Dimensions Colours Price

MM Linen Tusca Face Cloth

700gsm 
Portuguese 

Cotton
700gsm

 33 x 33 cm

Amber, 
Clay, 

Lichen, 
Onyx, 

Teal & White

$9.90

MM Linen Tusca Hand Towel 40 x 76 cm $21.90

MM Linen Tusca Bath Mat 55 x 90 cm $44.90

MM Linen Tusca Bath Towel 76 x 137 cm $54.90

Bianca Lorenne Lavette Knitted Wash Cloth (set of 3) 100% Cotton N/A 27 x 27cm
Vintage Rose, Teal, Taupe, Grey, Duck Egg, 

Sage, Indigo, Ochre
 $28

What are Portuguese Towels?
If you're in the market for luxury bath towels your search will likely lead you to 

Portugal, the home of some of the finest towel manufacturers on Earth, many of 
whom have generations-long family legacies of craftsmanship. The country has a 
textile tradition of luxury, artistry, and uncompromising design with a unique ability 

to innovate and respond quickly to evolving customer needs. A towel labelled 
‘Made in Portugal’ signifies quality, luxury and distinctive beauty.

Why is Towel Weight important?
The weight, and size, of a towel has a direct 
relationship to absorbency, the number 1 job 

of a towel, so simply put – the heavier the 
towel, the more absorbent it will be. 



The MM Down range epitomises bedtime luxury. Their duvet 
inners offer a range of warmth levels from the medium warmth 
of the 50/50 inner right through to the super warm 95/5 inner 
for those cold winter months. Using only natural fibres with 
superior lofting, these inners offer the perfect balance of weight 
and warmth. They will mould to your body to keep out draughts 
while still being light and breathable.

Their premium topper has two distinct layers – the thinner 80/20 
top layer provides comfort and warmth and should always be 
facing upwards when placed on the bed with the 5/95 lower 
layer creating the perfect sleep-enhancing support platform.

Characteristic of other products in the MM Down range, 
the construction of their inners & topper ensure fill is evenly 
distributed and allergy sufferers can sleep easy with the added 
benefit of the Swiss developed hygiene function ‘Sanitized’ 
ensuring long lasting freshness, comfort and protection. They 
are also proud to be accredited with stringent standards of 
‘Downpass 2017’ which ensures their feather and down 
products are sourced ethically.

You can be assured of the most blissful and cosy night's sleep 
with MM Down. 
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Fibre Key Features Construction Sizes

Poly/Cotton

Hypoallergenic, antibacterial, 
waterproof 'Miracle Layer', 
dust and allergy protection,  

machine washable

S KS D Q K SK Pillow

Cumfysafe Tencel Mattress Protector Quilted front,  
elasticised skirt

 $111  $122  $152  $173  $193  $203 

Cumfysafe Pillow Protector  $34

Ratio Fill Construction Outer Sizes

S KS D Q K SK

MM Down White Goose Down  
& Feather Topper

Bottom: 5/95  
Top: 80/20 

Goose Down  
& Feather

Square cassette, silver 
piping & a double row 

of hem stitching

300 thread count, 
100% cotton

Price $479 $529 $579  $629  $679  $729 

Weight (g) 175+ 
3500

225+ 
4460

270+ 
5375

310+ 
6170

345+ 
6900

375+ 
7470

Do I need a Mattress Protector?
A mattress protector has a number of benefits. They are waterproof 
so any moisture such as perspiration or a spilt drink won’t make it 
through to your mattress and damage the comfort layers. Sleepers 

with allergies or asthma will benefit as dust mites or pet dander won’t 
get stuck in the mattress fabric. Mattress protectors are thin and 

won’t change the feel of your mattress, they will just add a layer of 
protection to ensure it is kept pristine.

What do the number ratios mean?
The number ratio represents the fill blend – the percentage of 

down and feather the inner is filled with. The first number always 
represents the percentage of down, the second is the percentage 
of feather. The fill blend is the most important factor to consider 

when choosing a duvet as it determines how warm it will be. The 
higher the down content the warmer your inner will be as that is 
the material responsible for generating insulation and warmth. 

*Weight stated is for Queen, will vary based on size. **King/Single and Double are the same size, 180cm x 210cm. Other sizes available on request.

Duvet Inners, Toppers  
& Mattress Protectors

Fill Warmth Weight* Outer Construction Sizes

Goose  
Down & 
Feather

300 Thread 
Count, 

100% Cotton

Square cassette, 
silver piping & 

a double row of 
hem stitching

S KS/D** Q K SK AUS SK CALI K

MM Down 95/5 High 1000g  $779  $879  $929 

MM Down 80/20 Medium-High 1000g  $449  $559  $669  $769  $819 $949

MM Down 50/50 Medium 1000g  $349  $399  $469  $529  $559  $599 
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Thread Count Fibre Depth Colour Sizes

S KS Q K SK Pillow 
cases

MM Linen Blake Sheet Set 300 100% Percale Cotton 50cm White, Grey $199.90 $219.90 $239.90 $259.90 $279.90 $49.90

Seneca Soho Flat Sheet
300 100% Percale Cotton White $78 $85 $99 $111 $118

Seneca Soho Fitted Sheet 45cm

Seneca Egyptian Cotton Sheet Set 500 Egyptian Cotton 50cm White $348 $456 $468 $552

Which 100% Cotton Sheets are for me? 
You can’t go wrong selecting 100% cotton sheets - cotton is a natural, breathable fibre and renewable resource. The difference 
between each is in the thread count, weave, where the cotton is sourced and ultimately- the way the fabric feels. Which ‘type’ of 

cotton sheet you should choose totally comes down to how you sleep and the feel you prefer.

100% Cotton Percale
Percale Cotton will generally have a lower 
thread count and a lightweight, tight weave. 
They are very breathable so are the perfect 
choice for hot sleepers, no matter the season, 
who prefer a crisp, slightly starched feeling 
sheet. 
Our MM Linen Blake 100% cotton percale 
sheets are elegantly crafted using the highest 
quality fabric to create an affordable yet quality 
sheet. Made from 100% cotton percale, they 
are the ideal choice for those who like crisp, 
breathable sheets.
The Seneca Soho range are our hotel quality 
100% cotton percale sheets which are 
conveniently sold as separates.
Both ranges epitomise the nature of the plain 
tight percale weave – beautifully breathable, 
with a crisp smooth finish. 

Egyptian Cotton
Defined by its softness and lasting 
durability, Egyptian Cotton sheeting can 
be constructed in multiple weaves and is 
named after the region in which the cotton 
is grown. Genuine Egyptian Cotton is grown 
on the banks of the Nile and produces 
cotton that has much longer threads which 
creates a stronger, lighter fabric.  
Our Seneca Egyptian Cotton sheet sets, 
made from certified premium Egyptian 
cotton, are among the highest quality 
available and with proper care, will continue 
to improve wash after wash. These sheets 
are made for those that prefer the indulgent, 
naturally soft, silky lustre Egyptian cotton is 
famous for. 

100% Cotton Sateen
Cotton Sateen sheets will generally have a 
higher thread count and are constructed 
in a unique satin-like weave which gives 
the fabric a subtle sheen making them 
beautifully soft against your skin.

What does  
‘Thread Count’ mean?
Thread count refers to the number of 
threads per 10cm square of finished 

fabric, it also dictates the thickness of a 
sheet – the higher the thread count, the 
thicker your sheet will feel. Generally, if 

you prefer a soft, silky feel you will want a 
high thread count sheet but if you prefer 
a crisp, smooth feel a lower thread count 

or percale sheet will be perfect. 

Is the Sheet Depth 
important?

Mattress depths vary widely so 
ensure you know this information 

before purchasing fitted sheets. The 
right sheet depth will ensure your 

sheet fits perfectly to your mattress 
and stays in place with no bunching 

or moving through the night.

All sheet sets contain: 1x flat sheet, 1x fitted sheet & 2x pillowcases (1x pillowcase in Single & King Single sets). Other sizes are available on request.

Sheets & Pillowcases
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Fill/Fibre Ratio Weight Size Feel Outer Construction Colour Price 

MM Down All Round Pillow

Goose Down 
& Feather 80/20/100

700g

50 x 75cm

Soft

300 thread count, 
100% cotton

80/20 goose & 
feather around a 

100% feather core 
finished with silver 
piping & a double 

row of hem stitching

White

 $109

MM Down All Round Pillow 930g Med  $139 

MM Down All Round Pillow 1100g Firm  $159 

MM Down Premium Pillow
Premium 

Goose Down 
& Feather 

80/20 650g 50 x 75cm Med
300 thread count, 

100% cotton

Silver piping & a 
double row of hem 

stitching
White  $329

Top Drawer Standard Pillow Bamboo/
Microfibre 50/50 1050g 73 x 48cm Firm 100% cotton Bamboo fibre over 

micro fibre core White  $48

Top Drawer Europe Pillow 100% 
Polyester N/A 850g 67 x 67cm Med Poly/cotton Fabric outer with 

piped edge finish White $42

Sleepmaker Classic Memory Foam, 
Low Profile

Ventilated 
gel-infused 

memory 
foam

N/A

1480g

50 x 75

Med

TENCEL Blend
Polyester inner cover 

& TENCEL blend 
protector

White

 $249.99

Sleepmaker Classic Memory Foam, 
High Profile

1480g Med  $249.99

How do I choose the right pillow? 
Your sleeping position completely dictates the type of pillow you should select as different positions require different types 

of support but ultimately, a comfortable pillow is supportive and aligns your head and body while you are sleeping. 

MM Down Premium Pillow
Is the top of the range pillow by MM Down. 
Filled with only the highest quality, soft 
goose down and feather and finished using 
all natural fibres, this premium pillow will 
guarantee a perfect sleep.

Top Drawer Bamboo Pillow
Made from all natural fibres, this pillow has 
excellent wicking properties to keep you cool 
and is mildly hypo-allergenic with anti-microbial 
properties – an excellent choice if you are sensitive 
to allergens. 

Sleepmaker Classic Memory Foam
As a trusted brand in beds, it is natural that Sleepmaker would create a pillow to further 
enhance your sleep. Their memory foam pillows are designed to shape to your head, neck and 
shoulders with breathable fillings to help regulate body temperature for a more comfortable 
sleep. Available in low profile for Stomach Sleepers and High Profile for Back Sleepers.

MM Down All Round 
These feather and down pillows are a high quality, affordable choice and offer a comfort level to suit every type of sleeper ensuring you a blissful and 
comfortable sleep. The All Round range has a soft, medium and firm option, so no matter what position you sleep in there is a perfect pillow.

Pillows

Back Sleepers
Should choose a medium feeling pillow. 
It should support the natural curvature of 
your spine with adequate support under the 
head, neck and shoulders. 

Side Sleepers
Need a firm or high profile pillow. It conforms to 
the shape of your neck and supports your head 
in a high enough position to ensure that the 
spine maintains a straight, natural horizontal line.

Stomach Sleepers
Should choose a soft or low profile pillow. 
This will minimise any arching of your back 
whilst also ensuring your head and neck are 
not turned unnaturally.
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The Erbario Toscana collection of home 
fragrances are made in Tuscany, Italy. 

With notes that dance to the rhythm of 
a symphony, create a feast of joy and 
colours, bewitch and create mystery. 

They believe home is our most intimate 
place, but also a place to share and 

have created a collection to accompany 
everyday life like a modern bouquet of 
flowers, always with Tuscany the core 

source of inspiration.

opposite a Erbario Toscana Fragrance Diffuser in Pepe Nero, Bacche di Tusia, Salis,
Vanilla Piccante, Fiori di Mimosa, & Pino Toscano from $69.90

Erbario Toscano Scented Candles from $64.90 Erbario Toscano Home Fragrance & Linen Spray $39.90

Home 
Frangrances
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Christchurch 

181 Blenheim Road 

03 341 3380

Timaru 

16 Sophia Street 

03 684 7056

Dunedin 

97 Crawford Street 

03 471 9100

Queenstown 

54 Gorge Road 

03 442 7355

Wanaka 

20 Ardmore Street 

03 443 4997

mcw.nzWellington 

230 Thorndon Quay 

04 595 4250


